
Schindler SafeCall benefits

Schindler SafeCall Emergency Phone Line
More ease. Less worry.

As a building owner or facility manager the last thing 
you need to worry about is the emergency telephone 
line inside your elevator. Let Schindler establish and 
maintain the code-required elevator phone line and 
the headache associated with elevator phone line 
inspections.

Compliance
 
Full compliance with 
local regulations ensuring 
regular phone line tests, 
self-checks, emergency 
electrical power supply and 
alarm filtering.

Cost savings 

Potential cost savings from 
switching from analogue to 
wireless phone service.

Packages 

Schindler SafeCall packages 
start at $45/month per 
unit.*

Various brands 

Ideal for both Schindler 
and non-Schindler elevator 
equipment. Can be applied to 
existing elevators of various 
makes and models.**

Responsiveness

Closed-loop technology 
that informs technicians 
automatically, helping 
ensure fast entrapment 
release.

Inspections

Reduced risk for 
re-inspection/ 
re-mobilization due to a 
failed phone line inspection.

What’s more, you enjoy reliable wireless emergency 
phone interface, responsiveness during emergencies, 
and you even have the potential for cost-savings. All 
this is possible with Schindler SafeCall.

$45

We Elevate

*Schindler SafeCall requires Schindler Ahead Connectivity and a Schindler Ahead Core package. A one-time charge 
for Schindler Ahead Connectivity may apply. The advertised price of $45/month per unit for Schindler SafeCall is 
inclusive of a Schindler Ahead Core package (Connect; $15/month per unit) plus the Schindler SafeCall service 
($30/month per unit). Should an alternative Core package be selected, additional recurring fees may apply. Limited 
to the United States. Please see your local Schindler Sales Representative for more information. **Schindler SafeCall 
is not available in all locations and is contingent upon code approval by the local Authority Having Jurisdiction 
(AHJ) and having a non-proprietary in-car emergency phone. 

per unit per month*

Rest assured with the Schindler SafeCall wireless emergency phone line. 
Alleviate the worry of failed elevator inspections due to phone line 
non-compliance while enjoying responsiveness and potential cost savings.



Schindler has received renewal to ISO 9001 and  
ISO 14001 certificates.

© Schindler Elevator Corporation
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We Elevate

Schindler – We Elevate

For more information, including the location of 
the Schindler office nearest you, please visit:

U.S. Headquarters. Morristown, New Jersey
Tel. 973.397.6500
www.schindler.com


